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From our desk

BY  KEEMIYA  ADMIN  

A warm hello from team KC to yet another

interesting issue of Ikigai! 

 

Last two months have been very exciting for us with

a lot of new things cooking at our end. We started

our live twitter chat with authors, worked on our

first movie proposal, saw one of our mentees finish

her first novel after a rigorous 18 months writing

schedule and trended Twitter thrice in the last two

weeks.  

 Phew! And if that was not exciting enough then we

have more. In the coming few months we have

planned for some interesting writing workshops

with a select panel of authors.  

 

Stay tuned for further updates! 

I N  T H I S  I S S U E

Writing Prompt

Author & Book of

the month

Recommended

Reads

Places to SUBMIT

your work 



NATAL IE  GOLDBERG

Writing Prompt

This week's writing prompt is

this interesting capture of a

desolate lane.  

 

Let your imagination run wild as

you try to capture your first

thoughts on seeing this image. 

 

Is there is a serial killer waiting

for his next victim at the

turning? Or is there a lover,

heart-broken looking out for his

girl friend who works at a book

shop in the next lane? 

 

Capture childhood running

across the street in your poetry

or write a pastiche. 

 

Send in your work for a free

evaluation from our editorial

team and the best one will be

featured in our next newsletter. 

Write what disturbs you, what 

you fear, what you have not been 

willing to speak about. Be willing 

to be split open.



AUTHOR OF THE MONTH
 

This month we have, none other than Ms. Manju Nambiar as the

author of the month. 

 

Manju Nambiar hails from the southern state of Kerala, India. A

Computer Engineer by profession, she now works in one of the

leading firms in San Jose, California where she lives with her

husband and daughter. 

 

Her debut novel Love.Exe has been receiving rave reviews across

social media platforms and has also managed to break the internet

by installing LOVE.Exe is people's hearts along with their Kindles! 

 

Don't believe us? Read what book lovers have to say about her book

on Amazon!

This is a refreshing tale faraway
from the regular romances. I
thoroughly loved reading this
book from the start to the end.

Though the plot is not an
unusual one, the elegant

narration and the storyline has
made it an enticing read. -

Amazon Reviewer

This book is a beautifully written
piece its amazing and rightly

done, I loved the twists and turns
in it, I love how the shades and
characters changes and how
beautiful they grow up into, I

loved the details and scenario
descriptions because it is

beautiful . - Amazon Reviewer

Love.exe by Manju Nambiar is an
excellent read if you are looking

for a light hearted book. It
instantly hooks you on with its
beautiful narration, leaving you

with a desire to know what
happens next. It's difficult to keep
it down once you start reading..
Enjoyed the book thoroughly! -

Amazon Reviewer

This book of hers has taken love
as the centre theme and created
characters, situations, and mixed
it up in a claudron with generous

portions of emotions as
garnishing. She has went into

great details on every scene and
does justice to the central

theme. - Amazon Reviewer

https://twitter.com/getmanjunambiar
https://www.facebook.com/AuthorManjuNambiar/
https://manjunambiarblog.wordpress.com/


BOOK OF THE MONTH

 

Humorous melodramatic family story set in the backdrop of India and the US.  

This book is a for the romantic dreamy souls out there, looking to escape to their own magic

land, away from the humdrum. 

 

Witten in a humorous manner, this enchanting sweet story is sure to leave a lasting smile on your

face. But do keep a pack of tissue to wipe away your tears in one of those emotional lovely

moments. The story reinforces love and trust in you and celebrates the love between parents and

child, lovers, and family. 

 

The novel revolves around Nitya, a young bright girl from Kerala, India. She is a go-getter and is all

set to do her masters in one of the best universities in the world in the USA. Her life revolves

around her parents, relatives, friends, who try to make her world safe much to her reluctance. 

 

All her plans go haywire, when he enters into her life with a bang. He is a charmer, a perfect

gentleman with a helping hand. She finds herself smitten and is unable to hold on to her

agenda. For once, she just let it be and falls in love, only to realize that there is no undo button. 

 

A beautiful love story follows taking the readers for a roller coaster ride through a series of twists

and turns, emotions, suspense and laugh. 

 

This coming of age, beautiful tale of love, relationships and dreams is sure to prick your soul,

bring a smile on to you, and tear up your eyes. T

Buy Now

https://www.amazon.in/Love-exe-Sweet-Romantic-Comedy-Making-ebook/dp/B07F911NYB/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8


Recommended Reads

Places to Submit your Work

 

One of the most heard tip for every writer is to READ. Read, read and read. That is the only key

to becoming a good writer. So today Team KC brings to you a list of top five recommended

reads written by famous authors, on writing for writers. You can consider it to be your weekly

dose of #WednesdayWisdom and #Writersmotivation, for us these book are our Holy Grail!

We swear by them and cannot stop recommending it to every writer we come across. So

without much ado, here's the list.  

 

1. SheThePeople are organising The Story Awards 2018 where you can submit your One

Minute Stories in any genre. Deadline for entries 1st September 2018

2. The GBP Short Story Prize 2018/19 is now open to submissions.  

Full details: galleybeggar.co.uk/prize.

 

3. Juggernaut Books is organising The Juggernaut Short Story Prize 2018 where you can submit

your short stories in any genre and win Rs. 25000/- along with a publishing contract. Deadline

for entries 15th October 2018

As always, it is a pleasure hearing from you. Whether you want to be

an author or are already an author we have something in store for

you. Share your thoughts, doubts. fears and queries with us. We

would love to address them.

https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/2018/08/22/wednesday-wisdom-recommended-reads/
https://www.shethepeople.tv/
https://www.shethepeople.tv/
https://write.juggernaut.in/
http://www.twitter.com/keemiya_c
http://mail.google.com/keemiyacreatives
https://keemiyacreatives.wordpress.com/
http://www.facebook.com/KeemiyaCreatives
http://www.goodreads.com/keemiyacreatives

